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Introduction

This chapter provides an analysis of the physical environmental impacts of implementing the

proposed project as described in Chapter 2 Project Description It describes the environmental

setting assesses impacts offsite onsite con stru ction-rel ated operational direct and indirect and

cumulative impacts and identifies mitigation measures to reduce or avoid identified significant

environmental impacts

Scope of Analysis

As discussed in Chapter 1 Introduction the board of supervisors directed the planning department to

undertake further environmental review of the project's potential physical environmental impacts from

gentrification and displacement impacts of the project on historic resources and geotechnical

impacts resulting from construction of the proposed project Therefore this chapter of the recirculated

draft EIR analyzes the proposed project's potential impacts on the following resources

Section 3A Population and Housing assessing the project's potential to directly or indirectly

result in gentrification or displacement that could result in physical environmental effects

Section 313 Cultural Resources assessing the project's potential to directly or indirectly impact
historic resources including individual historic resources historic districts and contributors to

historic districts

Section 3C Geology and Soils assessing the potential geology and soils impacts of the proposed

project including the feasibility of the project foundation seismicity of the local area the presence
of any nearby existing fault lines and the project's ability to impact them soil stability

characteristics seismic hazards eg liquefaction and the characteristics of site soil

The board of supervisors findings determined that as to all other topics studied in the final EIR that

document complies with CEQA is adequate accurate and objective is sufficient as an informational

document its conclusions are correct and it reflects the independent judgment of the City Thus this

chapter of the recirculated draft EIR does not include any other sections of the initial study or

previously circulated draft EIR

The initial study prepared for the previously circulated draft EIR analyzed the proposed project's

potential impacts on population and housing cultural resources and geology and soils The initial

study analysis for those topics is included in the following sections of this recirculated draft EIR and

has been updated to include additional analysis related to gentrification and displacement historic

resources and geotechnical impacts Each resource section shows new text in double underline and

deleted text in str kethreugh Any analysis that has not changed from what was presented in the

previously circulated draft EIR which includes the initial study appended to that document is

presented as clean text or by reference to the initial study Some text has been moved from its original
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Chapter 3 Environmental Impact Analysis

location in the initial study to be consistent with the format of an EIR but is otherwise unchanged

unless it includes a double underline or strilkethrough

Each resource section discusses the environmental setting which describes the current physical

conditions or baseline conditions in the project area As discussed in Chapter 1 Introduction the

baseline used for environmental impact analysis under CEQA reflects the conditions present at the

time the NOP for the previously circulated draft EIR was published The NOP and initial study for the

previously circulated draft EIR were published on October 2 2019

CEQA Methodological Requirements

CEQA Guidelines section 15151 describes standards for the preparation of an adequate EIR The

specific standards under section 15151 are listed below

An EIR should be prepared with a sufficient degree of analysis to provide decision makers with

information that enables them to make a decision that intelligently takes into account

environmental consequences of the project

An evaluation of the environmental impacts of a project need not be exhaustive rather the

sufficiency of an EIR is to be reviewed in light of what is reasonably feasible

Disagreement among experts does not make an EIR inadequate but the EIR should summarize

the main points of disagreement among the experts

In practice the above points indicate that EIR preparers should adopt a reasonable methodology

upon which to estimate impacts This approach means making reasonable assumptions using the

best information available In some cases when information is limited or there are variations in project

characteristics EIR preparers will employ a reasonable worst-case analysis to capture the largest

expected change from existing baseline conditions resulting from implementation of a project

Format of Environmental Analysis

Each environmental topic analyzed in this chapter includes the following subsections

Introduction This subsection includes a brief description of the types of impacts that are

analyzed pursuant to the board of supervisors direction as well as a summary of the impacts that

were scoped out in the initial study eg impacts that were determined to result in a less-than

significant impact or no impact

Environmental Setting This subsection presents a description of baseline physical conditions on

the project site and in the surrounding areas eg existing land uses existing wind environment

open space areas at time of issuance of the NOP with respect to each resource topic with

enough detail and breadth to allow a general understanding of the environmental impacts of the

proposed project

Regulatory Framework This subsection describes the relevant federal state and local

regulatory requirements that are directly applicable to the environmental topic being analyzed

Impacts and Mitigation Measures This subsection describes the physical environmental

impacts eg the changes to baseline physical environmental conditions that could result from

implementation of the proposed project as well as any mitigation measures that could avoid

eliminate or reduce identified significant impacts This subsection begins with a listing of the
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significance criteria that have been developed by the planning department for use in determining

whether an impact is significant Environmental topic sections also include an Approach to

Analysis subsection This discussion explains the parameters assumptions and data used in the

analysis

Under the Impact Evaluation discussion the impact analysis for each topic begins with an impact
statement that reflects one or more of the applicable significance criteria Some significance

criteria may be combined in a single impact statement if appropriate Each impact statement is

keyed to a subject area abbreviation eg PH for Population and Housing and an impact number

eg 1 2 3 for a combined alpha-numeric code eg Impact PH-1 Impact PH-2 etc

If potentially significant impacts are identified mitigation measures are presented that would avoid

eliminate or reduce significant adverse impacts of the project All mitigation measures will be

required as conditions of project approval Each mitigation measure corresponds to the impact
statement and has an M in front to signify it is a mitigation measure eg Mitigation Measure M
PH-1 for a mitigation measure that corresponds to Impact PH-1 If there is more than one

mitigation measure for the same impact statement the mitigation measures are numbered with a

lowercase letter suffix eg Mitigation Measures M-PH-1 a and M-PH-1 b

Significance Determinations

A significant effect is defined by CEQA Guidelines Section 15382 as a substantial or potentially

substantial adverse change in any of the physical conditions within the area affected by the project

including land air water minerals flora fauna ambient noise and objects of historic or aesthetic

significance An economic or social change by itself shall not be considered a significant effect on the

environment but may be considered in determining whether the physical change is significant

The significance criteria used in this recirculated draft EIR are based on the planning department's

guidance regarding the thresholds of significance for assessing the severity of the environmental

impacts of the proposed project The planning department's guidance is based on CEQA Guidelines

Appendix G with some modifications The level of significance of the impact is indicated in

parentheses at the end of the impact statement based on the following terms

No Impact No adverse physical changes or impacts to the environment are expected

Less than Significant Impact that would not exceed the defined significance criteria or would be

eliminated or reduced to a less-than-significant level through compliance with existing local state

and federal laws and regulations

Less than Significant with Mitigation Impact that is reduced to a less-than-significant level

through implementation of the identified mitigation measures

Significant and Unavoidable with Mitigation Impact that exceeds the defined significance

criteria and cannot be reduced to less-than-significant levels through compliance with existing

local state and federal laws and regulations and or implementation of all feasible mitigation

measures

Significant and Unavoidable Impact that exceeds the defined significance criteria and cannot be

eliminated or reduced to a less-than-significant level through compliance with existing local state

and federal laws and regulations and for which there are no feasible mitigation measures
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Cumulative Impacts

Cumulative impacts as defined in CEQA Guidelines section 15355 refer to two or more individual

effects that when taken together are considerable or that compound or increase other

environmental impacts A cumulative impact from several projects is the change in the environment

that would result from the incremental impact of the project when added to the impact of closely

related past present and reasonably foreseeable future projects Pertinent guidance for cumulative

impact analysis is provided in CEQA Guidelines section 15130

An EIR shall discuss cumulative impacts of a project when the project's incremental effect is

11

cumulatively considerable eg the incremental effects of an individual project are considerable

when viewed in connection with the effects of past current and probable future projects including

those outside the control of the agency if necessary

An EIR should not discuss impacts that do not result in part from the project evaluated in the EIR
A project's contribution is less than cumulatively considerable and thus not significant if the

project is required to implement or fund its fair share of a mitigation measure or measures

designed to alleviate the cumulative impact

The discussion of impact severity and likelihood of occurrence need not be as detailed as the

discussion of effects attributable to the project alone

The focus of the analysis should be on the cumulative impact to which the identified other projects

contribute rather than the attributes of the other projects that do not contribute to the cumulative

impact

The cumulative impact analysis for each individual resource topic is described in each resource

section immediately following the description of the project impacts and identified mitigation

measures

APPROACH TO CUMULATIVE IMPACT ANALYSIS

Two approaches to a cumulative impact analysis are provided in CEQA Guidelines section

15130 b1

The analysis can be based on a list of reasonably foreseeable future projects that could produce

closely related impacts and combine with those of a proposed project or

A summary of projections contained in a general plan or related planning document can be used

to determine cumulative impacts The following factors were used to determine an appropriate

level for cumulative analysis in this EIR

Similar Environmental Impacts A relevant project contributes to effects on resources that are

also affected by the proposed project A relevant future project is defined as one that is

11

reasonably foreseeable such as a project with an application on file at the approving agency
or approved funding

Geographic Scope and Location A relevant project is within the geographic area where

effects could combine The geographic scope varies on a resource-by-resource basis For

example the geographic scope for evaluating cumulative effects on regional air quality consists

of the affected air basin whereas the cumulative effects of construction noise are limited to

combined noise from the project and nearby projects
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Timing and Duration of Implementation Effects associated with activities for a relevant

project eg short-term construction or demolition long-term operations would most likely

coincide with the timing of related effects from the proposed project

The analyses in this recirculated draft EIR employ a list-based approach and projection s-based

approach depending on the environmental topic analyzed For instance the cumulative analysis of

cultural resources impacts is a list-based approach as it considers whether the list of cumulative

projects in Table 3-1 in combination with the proposed project could impact the same individual

historic resources historic districts and contributors to historic districts Whereas the cumulative

analysis of population and housing impacts is a projections-based approach as it considers the

Association of Bay Area Government's ABAG Plan Bay Area projections for population and

employment growth in San Francisco and development projects in the pipeline Whether the proposed

project in combination with cumulative projects would exceed the ABAG projections for planned

growth in San Francisco is one consideration of whether the proposed project could result in a

cumulative population and housing impact

CUMULATIVE SETTING

Cumulative projects within a 025-mile radius of the project site are listed below in Table 3A-1 and

mapped on Figure 18 These cumulative projects are projects that are currently under review by the

planning department or a building permit is on file or has been approved by the San Francisco

Department of Building Inspection building department at the time the NOP was published on

October 2 2019 Due to the time that has elaipsed since the previously circulated draft EIR some o

the cumulative Droiects listed below have been a the Oanninq commission are underDU roved b

construction have been completed or have been withdrawn and additional projects have been

proposed As such the table below has been updated to show the status of the cumulative projects at

the time of publication of the previously circulated draft EIR the current status of those proije
new cumulative projects identified at the time of prep
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Table 3-1 Cumulative Projects within 025-Mile Radius of the Proposed Project

Map No
Address Description

Dwellin
Retail

Commerci
offic

e
Hotel

PDR
1

Group
Housi

119

Status in the

Preyio
Current Status

Case No 9 Units
al gsf gsq gsf gsf Room

s

Circulated

Draft EIR

Demolition of an existing
77 51

11025 Howard building and construction of
0

Street 2015 a new 8-story hotel with a 2445
173

Under review Under review

005200ENV ground floor retail space and

below ground parking
rooms

Demolition of an existing

21053-1055 two-story commercial
67-90 Approved not

Market Street
building and construction of

2 117 3157 yet under
Approved 12 72017 not

a 1 0-story hotel with 157 yet under construction
2014 0408E rooms construction

rooms and a ground floor

retail space
Demolition of a 2-story retail

3 1082 Howard sales building and

Street 2015 construction of a 9-story 9 On Hold Withdrawn 54 2020
010371 ENV multi-family residential

building

The proposed project would

preserve the existing one

41088 Howard story over mezzanine
Approved 322020 not ye

Street 2017 industrial building and 24 Under Review
under construction

009796ENV construct an approximately

20402 gsf 74-foot-tall

residential addition

Construction of a 12-story

5 1125 Market
138 101 sf building 95 50

Street
containing 181 hotel rooms

5875
1873 6

Under Review On Hold

2013 0511 E 5587 sf of restaurantretail 7 181

and a 18737 sf co-working rooms

space office

6219 Sixth Street Change of use that would
9 guest2017 result in a net increase of 9 On Hold Withdrawn 610 2021

001590CUA rooms
rooms

7 270 Turk Street
Addition of four accessory

2017 dwelling units at the
4 Under Review Under Review

015701 PRJ
basement level of the

building

8415-417
Tehama Street Construction of one

1 Under Review Under Review
2017 accessory dwelling unit

016278PRJ
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Map No
Address Description

Dwellin
Retail

Commerci

0
otelHotelH

PDR Group
Housi

119

Status in the

Previio
Current Status

Case No g Units
al gsf ggsf gsf Room

s

Circulated

Draft EIR

Demolition of an existing 2

9 457-475 Minna
story building and proposed

Street 2018 merger of four lots and
270 Under Review Under Review

016055PRJ
construction of a new 16
story 270-room group

housing buildi g

10481-483 Proposed demolition of an

Tehama Street
existing 2-story building

179
Approved not

Approved 1210 2019 not

2015
Construction of a new 4 6

0
yet under

yet under construction

006765EN V story residential PDR construction

building

11 527 Stevenson
Demolition of an existing 1
story commercial building Approved 11 82021 not

Street 2018
and new construction of a 7 7062 Under Review

yet under construction
012429ENV

story commercial building

Subdivision of parcel

containing a mixed-use

residential and retail building

1257 Taylor and a surface parking lot

Street aka 111 Demolition of a portion of the

Turk Street existing structure vacant 11000 77 Under Review Withdrawn 1 202022

2015 retail space New
007525ENV construction ofa 12-story

over basement mixed-use

residential group housing

with ground floor retail

13 611 Minna
Addition of two new studio

Approved not
accessory dwelling units at Approved 1142019 not

Street 2018
the basement level of an

2 yet under
yet under construction

009426PRJ construction
existing 12-uni building

14 921 Howard
Construction of a new 18
story 180-foot-tall mixed Under Review Approved 2 25 2020

Street 2017
use residential tower and

205 4 999
Under construction

000275ENV
podium
Demolition of a 3-story

15984 Folsom building and construction of

Street 2017
a new 8-story building with a

9115 ill Under Review Under Review

013741 ENV
restaurant on the ground

floor and group housing on

the remaining even floors
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Map No
Address escription

Dwellin
Retail

Commerci

0
HotelH ote

PDR
1

Group
Housi

119

Status in the

Previo
urrent Status

Case No g Units
al gsf gsfgs gsf Room Circulated

Draft EIR

Demolition of 2-story existing

residential hotel building
5 645

16996 Mission New construction of an 8
10105 Under Review

Street 2015 story hotel 2 floors Withdrawn 72 2019

015253 ENV residential hotel units 5
rooms

floors tourist hotel with

ground floor re ail

Approved

The multi-agency project
implementation

would replace and upgrade
of near-term

17 Better Market improvements The first-phase Market

Street
aging infrastructure

beginning Street between Fifth and

2014 0012E including streetlights traffic
January 2020 Eighth streets anfic

signals streetcar tracks

overhead wires and
full construction late 2022

underground utilities
beginning late

2020 or early

2021

This project involves bicycle
Approved

18 Fifth Street
and pedestrian safety

construction of Construction of Ion term

Improvement
improvements along Fifth

near-term improvements summerfall

Project
Street between Townsend

improvements 2022
and Market streets in the

in Fall 2019
SoMa neighborh od

This promect proposed new
construction of a

19 1010 Mission residential building with57

5k Single Room Occupancy
57 450 NA

units and a street-level

commercial space
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Map No
Address

Case No
Description

Dwellin

g Units

Retail

Cornmerci

al gsf

0
elHotel

gsf

PDR
1

gsf

Group
Housi

119

Room
s

Status in the

previio
Circulated

Draft EIR

Current Status

20 580 Minna
New construction of a

seven-story building with 20 20 NA Under Review
Street

dwellin

RedMint One proposes a

Personal Services holistic

health wellness center with

acupuncture related

services eg body cupping

and moxa herbal bar facial

and beauty services yoga

and Pilates day spa foot

and hand reflexolo_Qy and

incidental massage
establishment at

21
Street The Property is a 7515 NA On Hold

Street
18905 square foot corner lot

fronting both Taylor and Turk

Streets and is i

a 5-story mixed

constructed in 1906 with

residential above retail The
Promect will occu

in the building's vacant

ground floor retail space as

well as 4535 sf in the

basement
Notes

PDR Production Distribution Repair

The Fifth Street Improvement Project was considered in the cumulative transportation analysis in Section E5 Transportation and Circulation ofthe initial study however this

project was not included in this list of cumulative projects specifically listed in the initial study This project was considered in the cumulative analysis ofthe previously circulated

draft EIR
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Map No
Dwellin

Retail

Address Description
g Units

Commerci

Case No al gsf N
Better Market Street near-term improvements include the following changes within the project corridor a car-free zone westbound from Steuart Street to Van Ness Avenue and

eastbound from 1 Oth Street to Main Street new passenger and commercial loading zones on cross streets peak-hour loading restrictions on Market Street extending the existing

transit-only lane east from Third to Main Street and making it available to Muni only painted safety zones at eight intersections bicycle intersection improvements vehicle

circulation changes to sections of Ellis Jones 2nd and Steuart streets

Sources

San Francisco Planning Department 2019 and 2022 San Francisco Planning Department Permits in my Neighborhood Map https sfplanning org resource permits-my

neighborhood San Francisco Public Works Department 2019 2022 Projects Database httpssfpublicworks org projects
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3C Geology and Soils

3C Geology and Soils

3C1 Introduction

As directed by board of supervisors motion M21-182 in file no 211278 this section of the recirculated

draft EIR updates the geology and soils analysis presented in the initial study for the previ
circulated draft EIR It discusses the relevant environmental setting regulatory framew rk
environmental impacts and mitigation measures related to the potential geotechnical impacts that

could result from construction of the proposed project and cumulative pro ects The i

focuses on whether the proposed project would directly or indirectly cause potential substantial

adverse effects including the risk of loss in ury or death involving rupture of a known earthcLuake

fault seismic ground shaking liquefaction and landslides Impact GE-11 be located on an unstable

geologic unit or soil Impact GE-3 and be located on expansive soil Impact GE 4

As to all other subtODiCS covered under the Geology and Soils topic in the initial study the board of

supervisors motion found that the previously circulated draft EIR complies with CEQA is adequate

accurate and oboective is sufficient as an informational document its conclusions are correct and it

reflects the independent judgement of the City Therefore the following additional subtopics are

considered adequately addressed in the previously circulated initial study and are not addressed

further in this section substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil Impact GE-2 soils incapable o

supporting septic systems or alternative wastewater systems where sewers are not available Impa

GE-5 and paleontological resources Impact GE-6

3C2 Environmental Setting

This section summarizes the subsurface conditions of the promect site and potential seismic hazards

including fault rupture ground shaking liquefaction lateral spreading and seismic densification

A Dreliminarv aeotechnical re

En neerin9

ort was0 Dren ared on Auaust 18 2017 for the initial studv bv Lanoan

and Environmental Services Incq eotechnical consultant The eliminar0 eotechnicalL-q

report prepared for the initial study relied on available subsurface information in the sitevicin itto

develop preliminary conclusions and recommendations

Since publication of the previously circulated draft EIR the geotechnical consultant has conducted a

further geotechnical investigation at the project site The results of this further geotechnical

investigation are presented in the 2022 preliminary geotechnical report Appendix D and included

the following 1 evaluating site conditions by drilling two borings to bedrock within tlhe-grae
2020 obtaining shear wave velocity data in one of the borings and performing laboratorytests on

representative soil samples 2 performing preliminary engineering analyses to develop preliminar

recommendations regarding the geotechnical aspects of the pro ect and 3 the results of a

preliminary settlement analyses of a mat foundation performed using Settle3 for the settlement

model based on the project site's subsurface conditions average foundation pressures depth o

excavation dewatering assumptions and anticipated building loads The building loads provided to

Settle3 version 4023
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the geotechnical consultant are based on the building's anticipated concrete construction material

As such the following information is based on the findings presented in the 2022 prelinjinarv

geotechnical report

SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS

The following discussions are based on the information and findings provided On the prelimina

shallevVe te deepest

San Francisco is located within the geologically complex California Coast Range geornorphic province

which is characterized by a series of northwest-trending ridges and valleys that run roughly parallel to

the San Andreas FaultZoneandcan be further divided into the northern and southernesthat

are separated by the San Francisco Bay The promect site is generally underlain with fill Dune sand

Marsh deposit Colma Formation sand Old Bay Clay alluviumresidual soil and Francis

bedrock The site is outside the historic shoreline locally referred to as the Sullivan MarshFigure 3 in

Appendix D pg X and within the regional seismic hazard zones map Figure 6 in Appendix D pg X
The material types and general descriptions of these subsurface materials are provided below and

informed by the two soil borings conducted for the 2022 preliminary geotechnical report The soil

borings were drilled on the pro ect site at the locations-shown in Figure boring 1 LB-1 is located

approximately 22 feet from Jessie Street and boring 2 LB-2 is located approximately 8 feet from

Jessie Street at the eastern side of the site Borings LB-1 and LB-2 were drilled withinnear the

proposed tower footprint see Figure X
Sandy Fill SaRdy f

11

depths aGFGSS the PFGjeGt S te FaRge fFEFH appFOX Fnately 5 te 10 feet th Gl

and 2_5 te 40 feet bgsm

hintive Sand Nlative sand under the prejeGt site is

and 35 to 40 feet bG

zle iis a99FF1 I s a99F

Fill The site is blanketed by 8 to 85 feet of very loose to medium dense sand with varying-affLand

clay contents with brick concrete and other debris fragments

Dune Sand The fill is underlain by a 19 to 195-foot-thick layer of fine-grained poorly graded

sand Dune sand The sand is loose to dense and tvoicall rades denser with deDth The sand

is moist to wet and extends to deiDths of 27 to 28 feet below the Qround surface bas an

a PIP roximate elevation of 2 feet above sea level

Marsh Deposit Marsh depesits en the s te rainge frern 5 te 15 feet thil k aRd 35 te 40 feet bgs A
65 to 1 0-foot-thick Marsh deposit underlays the Dune sand This deposit consists of medium

To accurately estimate building loads it is necessary to know the anticipated material for construction of a building Concrete in heavier

than other types of construction material such as steel This weight can substartially affect building loads used for settlement analysis The

project sponsor is proposing a concrete buildirg and the buildirg loads were calculated using that assumptior

Elevations in the 2022 reliminar
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3C Geology and Soils

dense clayey sand and medium stiff sandy clay The bottom of the Marsh deposit extends to

depths of 37 to 38 feet bgs approximate elevation of 7 to 9 feet

Colma Formation Beneath the Marsh deposit below depths of 37 to 38 feet b-qs Js a 60 to

77 5-foot thick layer of sandy soil with varying clay and silt content known locally as the Colma

Formation The Colma Formation is generally dense to very dense is generally strong and

relatively incompressible The Colma Formation extends to depths of 98 and 1145 feet b_qs about

an elevation of 69 and 845 feet A 2-foot-thick medium silt clay layer was encountered at 89 feet

bgs within the Colma Formation at Barinq-LB7Z

Sand The dense to very dense sand below the marsh depos t is of the Colma format on and s

appreximately 40 feet th Gk aRd 80 feet bgs

Old Bay Clay The eld bay Glay eR the site GeRSOSt4

a99F Re 199 Re 910 9a At ARRrox rnRtp x 80 t

90 feet bgs-The Colma Formation is underlain by a 24 to 37-foot-thick layer of marine clay-known

locally as Old Bay Clay Old Bay Clay is medium stiff to very stiff with overconsolidation ratios of

about 18 to 20 The Old Bay Clay extends to depths of 135 to 1385 feet bgs about an elevation

of 106 to 1085 feet

AlluviumResidual Soil The Old Bay Clay is underlain by dense to very dense sand and very

stiff to hard clay alluvium and residual soil to bedrock Consolidation test results indicate the

alluvial clay is overconsolidated and slightly compressible The alluviumresidual soil extends to

depths of about 243 to 249 feet about an elevation of 220 to 213 feet which is aggraxir
of bedrock

Bedrock BedR9Gk is likely leGated at appreximately 20C feet44g-s Bedrock at the site consists of a

Franciscan Complex Mange typically a mixture of sheared and folded sedimentary igneous

and metamorphic rocks resulting from large-scale tectonic processes Bedrock consists

predominantly of siltstone and sandstone and is intensely fractured to fractured low to

moderately hard weak to friable and little weathered

AGGording to the preliminary geoteGhniGai report the loose to medium dense sandy foil native sanc
aRd marsh depesit that likely exteRd 35 te 40 feet bgs are Rat suitable fer suppert Rg the prepesed

I
Gt Therefere the pFepesed b6lHdiRg aRd thR98 eVel belew grade paFkIRg StRlGt6Ire FRay be

supported on a mat foundation prov ded the so 1 beneath the mat s improved to the top of the dense

te very deRse saRd Greulcid irnprevemelcit may inc-Aude se rR rnznt c e1rnns n r dred diSpIaGed

nxHrAns LXtGAd1Rg at least 10 feat We the dense Rnd helev the marsh deposit AlteRRatively the

struGture may be supported on deep foundations ga Ring support In dense to very dense sand

hpnLth the rAPsh depesit A Fnat er a strucstiurally supperted slab rn he used vVith deep
foupdRtions As suGh tG GGR1 tR-I thP thrpp-level belew grade pa iRg 6 61GWre aRd a 10 fGGtthd k

Fnat t is antiGipated a 55 feet exGavatien is requilced for the prepesed prejeGt

Overconsolidation ratio refers to the ratio of the maximum past pressure a soil has experienced over the existingeffective overburden

pressure felt by the clay under today s conditions

a
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During the 2020 field investigation drilling of Borings LB-1 and LB-2 included in the 2022 preliminary

geotechnical report groundwater levels were measured in the borings at approximately 195 and 32

feet from existing site grades during and after drilling However as discussed in the 202

geotechnical reDort these measurements do not represent stabilized groundwater levels as the

groundwater levels would vary seasonally depending on rainfall infiltration and time of year In

addition the groundwater levels would vary from diewatering activities in the vicinity and utility leaks

On the basis of the available groundwater information including the historic groundwater1evels
between 10 and 30 feet bgs assuming an average of 20 feet bgs and past investigations in the

vicinity of the site and to account for seasonal fluctuations and a reasonable consideration for near

future sea level rise the preliminarT_geotechnical investigation estimated the groundwater level within

the project site could rise to within 16 feet from existing street grades which corres onds to an

elevation of 13 feet

REGIONAL SEISMICITY AND FAULTING

The pro ect site is in a seismically active region Numerous earthquakes have been recorded in the

region in the past and moderate to large earthquakes should be anticipated during the service life of

the proposed proLect The San Andreas San Gregorio and Hayward faults are the ma or faults

closest to the pro ect site For each of these faults as well as other active faults within about 50

kilometers krn of the site the distance from the site and estimated mean Moment magnitude are

summarized in Table 3-2

Table 3-2 Realional Faults and Selismicit

FauKSe ment

San Andreas 1906 event

I 1 11 0-rail

r9

1
33

Direction

from Site

Southwest

Mean Characteristic Moment
Maanitud

81

Total Hayward-Rogers Creek 17 East 76
Healdsburg

Total San Gregono 18 West 76

Pilarcitos 20 Southwest 67

Contra Costa Lafayel Ue 29 East 6 1

Contra Costa Shear Zone 30 East 66
Lponilector

Franklin 31 Northeast 67

Contra Costa Larkey 32 East 60

Contra Costa Dillon Pointl 33 Northeast 6 1

Total Calaveras 33 East 75

Monte Vista Shannon 34 South 70

Mount Diablo Thrust 34 East 66

Mission Lconnectedl 35 East 6 1

Largan Engineering and Environmental Services Inc 2022 Preliminary Geotechrical Study 469 Stevenson Street April 15 2022

Moment magnitude is an erergy-based scale and provides a physically meaningful measure of the size of a faulting event Moment

magnitude Is directly related to average slip and fault rupture area
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Concord 39 East 64

Qreen Valle 41 Northeast 68

Qontra 41 Northeast 56

Contra Costa Lake Chabot 42 Northeast 56

Claton 45 East 64

West Napa 46 Northeast 68

Greenville 48 East 7 1

Since 1800 four major earthquakes have been recorded on the San Andreas fault In 1836 an

earthquake with an estimated maximum intensity of V11 on the Modified Mercalli MM scale occurred

east of Monterey Bay on the San Andreas fault The estimated Moment magnitude M r this

earthquake is about 625 In 1838 an earthquake with an estimated intensity of about VtI IXMM
corresponding to an M of about 75 The San Francisco Earthquake of 1906 caused the most

significant damage in the history of the Bay Area in terms of loss of lives and property damage This

earthquake created a surface rupture along the San Andreas fault from Shelter Cove to San Juan

Bautista approximately 470 km in length It has a maximum intensity of XI MM and M of about 79
and was felt 560 km awa Oregon Nevada and Los Angeles The Loma Prieta Earthquakein

occurred on October 17 1989 in the Santa Cruz Mountains with an Mw of 69 the epicenter of which

is approximately 95 km from the promect site

In 1868 an earthquake with an estimated maximum intensity of X on the MM scale occurred on the

southern segment between San Leandro and Fremont of the Hayward fault The estimated M for

the earthquake is 70 In 1861 an earthquake of unknown magnitude an M of about 65 was

reported on the Calaveras fault The most recent significant earth-quake on this fault was the 1984

Morgan Hill earthquake fMw 62 The most recent earthquake to affect the San Francisco Ba

occurred on August 24 2014 and was located on the West Napa fault approximately 49 kirn northeast

of the promect site wit

The 2016 US Geologic Survey USGS predicted a 72 percent change of a magnitude 67 or greate

earthquake occurring in the San Francisco Bay Area in 30 years More specific estimates of the

probabilities of different faults in the Bay Area are presented in Table 3-3

Table 3-3 Estimates of 30-Year Probability 2014 to 2043 of a Magnitude 67 or Greater

Fault

Hayward-Rodgers Creek

Probability percentl

33

Calaveras 26

IN San Andreas 22nSa Gre grio 16

Mount Diablo Thrust 16

Greenville 6
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SEISMIC HAZARD

During a mamor earthquake on a segment of one of the nearby faults strong to very strong shaking is

expected to occur at the pro'ect site Strong shaking during an earthquake can result in ground failur

such as that associated with soil liquef_action lateral spreadin and seismic densification Each

of these conditions has been evaluated in the 2022 preliminary geotechnical report and is

summarized below

FAULTRUPTURE

Historically ground surface fault rupture closely follows the trace of geologically you Lfaults and

occurs when movement on a fault deep within the earth breaks through to the ground surface The

project site is not within an Earthquake Fault Zone as defined by the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault

Zoning Act and no known active or potentially active faults exist on the promect site According-to the

2022 preliminary geotechnical report the risk of fault offset rupture at the project site from a known

active fault is low In a seismically active area the remote possibility exists for future faulting in areas

where no faults previously existed however the risk of surface faulting and consequent

ground failure at the project site is low

GROUND SHAKING

The seismicitv of the croiect site is rredominantlv aciverned bv the activitv of the San Andreas and

Hayward faults However ground shaking from future earthquakes on any of the nearby faults could

be felt at the promect site The intensity of earthquake ground motion at the promect site would depend

upon the characteristics of the generating fault distance to the earthquake fault magnitude and

duration of the earthquake and specific subsurface conditions

LIQUEFACTION AND ASSOCIATED HAZARDS

When saturated soil with little to no cohesion liquefies during a major earthquake event it experiences

a temporary loss of shear strength as a result of a transient rise in excess pore water pr ssure

generated by strong ground motion Flow failure lateral spreading loss of bearing ground fissure_s

and sand boils are evidence of excess pore pressure generation and li factimn

The site is within a liquefaction hazard zone as designated by the California Divisions of Mines and

Geology seismic hazard zone map for the area No observations of liquefaction and lateral spreadin

were the promect site during either the 1906 San Francisco or 1989 Loma Prietadocumented nea

earthquakes The results of the analyses contained in the 2022 preliminary geotechnical report

indicate that the loose and medium dense clayey sand within the Marsh deposit encountered below

the design groundwater level are susceptible to liquefaction during a mamor seismic event on a nearby

Liquefaction is a transformation of soil from a solid to a liquefied state during which saturated soil temporarily loses strength resulting from

the buildup of excess pore water pressure especially during earthquake-induced cyclic loading Soil susceptible to liquefaction ircludes

loose to medium dense sand and gravel low-plasticity silt and some low-plasticity clay deposits

Lateral soreading is a ohenomenon in which surficial soil displaces alona a shear zone hat has formed within an underlyine liauefied

ravitational forces

mobilization the surficial blocks are tran orted downsl e or in the direction of a free face b ea th uake and

Seismic densification also referred to as Differential compaction is a phenomenon in which nor-saturated cohesiorless soil is

densified by earthquake vibrations causing ground-surface settlement

Flow failure corditions are divided into two es unlimited flow i ore ressure reductions caused bv dilatanc durina flow

deformation are not sufficient to solidify the material ard thus arrest flow and 2 limited flow if they are sufficient to solidify the material after

a f nite deformation
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fault The 2022 preliminary geotechnical report estimated that liquefaction-induced settlement in the

Dune sand and Marsh deposit sand could be on the order of 2 inches during a Maximum Considered

Earthouake Geometric Mean event

LATERAL SPREADING

Lateral spreadingis a phenomenon in which a surficial soil displaces along a shear zone that has

formed within an underlying liquefied layer The surficial blocks are transported downslope or in the

direction of a free face such as a channel by earthauake and gravitational forces Lateral si reading

is generally the most pervasive and dama in e of liouefaction-induced cround failure cieneratedt11 11

SEISMIC DENSIFICA TION

Seismic densification can occur during strong ground shaking in loose clean granular dapciait
the water level resulting in ground surface settlement The degree of susceptibility to seismic

densification is directly related to the relative density of the existing granular soil

3C3 Regulatory Framework

FEDERAL REGULATIONS

EARTHQUAKE HAZARDS REDUCTION ACT OF 1977

The Earthquake Hazard Reduction Act of 1977 FEMA 1977 established the National Earthquake

Hazards Reduction Program NEHRP to reduce the risks of life and property from future

earthquakes in the United States through the establishment and maintenance of an effective

earthquake hazards reduction program The National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program Act

NEHRPA substantially amended this program in 1990 by refining the description of the agency

responsibilities program goals and oboectives The four principal goals of the NEHRPA are

DeveloiD effective Dractices and iDolicies for earthauake loss reduction and accelerate their

implementation

Improve techniques for reducing-earthquake vulnerabilities of facilities and systems

Improve earthquake hazards identification and risk assessment methods and their us_eand

Improve the understanding of earthquakes and their effects

The NEHRPA designates the Federal Emergency Management Agency as the lead aqency of the

iprogram and assigns it several planning coordinating and reporting responsibilities

STATE REGULATIONS TO A-D-DRES-S SEISMIC HAZARDS

ALQUIST-PRIOLO EARTHQUAKE FAULT ZONING ACT OF 1972 ALQUIST-PRIOLO
ACT
The Alquist-Priolo Act Public Resources Code section 2621 et seq is intended to reduce the risk to

life and property from surface fault rupture during earthquakes The Alquist-Priolo Act prohibits the
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location and construction of most types of structures intended for human occupancy ow-rail fRilt

ZeRes across the trace of active faults and strictly regulates construction in the corridors along active

faults i e earthqua e fault zones

CALIFORNIA BUILDING STANDARDS CODE

The California Building Standards Code or state building code is codified in title 24 of the California

Code of Regulations The state building code provides standards that must be met to safeguard life or

limb health property and public welfare by regulating and controlling the design construction quality

of materials use and occupancy location and maintenance of all buildings and structures within the

state The state building code generally applies to all occupancies in California with modifications

adopted in some instances by state agencies or local governing bodies The current state building

code incorporates by adoption the International Building Code of the International Code Council with

the California amendments These amendments include building design and construction criteria that

have been tailored for California earthquake conditions

Chapter 16 of the state building code deals with structural design requirements governing seismically

resistant construction section 1604 including but not limited to factors and coefficients used to

establish a seismic site class and seismic occupancy category appropriate for the soil rock at the

building location and the proposed building design sections 1613 5 through 1613 7 Chapter 18

includes but is not limited to the requirements for foundation and soil investigations section 1803

excavation grading and fill section 1804 allowable load-bearing values of soils section 1806
foundation and retaining walls section 1807 and foundation support systems sections 1808 through

1810 Chapter 33 includes but is not limited to requirements for safeguards at work sites to ensure

stable excavations and cut-and-fill slopes section 3304 as well as the protection of adjacent

properties including requirements for noticing section 3307 Appendix J of the state building code

includes but is not limited to grading requirements for the design of excavation and fill sections J 106

and A 07 specifying maximum limits on the slope of cut-and-fill surfaces and other criteria required

setbacks and slope protection for cut-and-fill slopes J 108 and erosion control through the provision

of drainage facilities and terracing sections A 09 and J1 10 San Francisco has adopted Appendix J

of the state building code with amendments to J1 03 J1 04 J1 06 and J1 09 as articulated in the local

building code

CALIFORNIA DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL SAFETYAND HEALTH REGULATIONS

Construction activities are subject to occupational safety standards for excavation shoring and

trenching as specified in California Division of Occupational Safety and Health regulations Title 8

SEISMIC HAZARDS MAPPING ACT

The Seismic Hazards Mapping Act of 1990 is intended to reduce damage resulting from earthquakes

Although the Alquist-Priolo Act addresses surface fault rupture the Seismic Hazards Maggl
addresses other earthquake-related hazards including strong ground shaking liquefaction and

seismicall induced landslides Its ovisions are similar in conce11 t to those of the Al0 uist-Priolo Act

With reference to the Alquist-Priolo Act a structure for human occupancy is defined as one used or interded for supporting or sheltering

any use or occupancy that is expected to have a human occupancy rate of more than 2000 person-hours per year California Code of

Regulations title 14 division 2 section 3601 e
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i e the state is charged with identifying and mapping areas at risk of strong ground shaking

liquefaction landslides and other corollary hazards and cities and counties are required to regulate

development within mapped seismic hazard zones

LOCAL REGULATIONS AND PLANS TO ADDRESS SEISMIC HA-7 AR-DS

San Francisco relies on the state and local regulatory review process for review and approval of

building permits pursuant to state and local building codes the building department's implementing

procedures including information sheets and the Seismic Hazards Mapping Act o

Resources Code sections 2690 to 2699 6L Information Sheet No S-05 identifies the types of work fo

which geotechnical reports are required such as for new construction building additio

and report submittal requirements The building department reviews project construction documents

foundation and structural addenda to the site permit for conformance with the recommendations in

project-specific geotechnical report s during its review of the building permit for the project and may
require additional site-specific soils report s through the building permit applicatior

SAN FRANCISCO BUILDING CODE

The San Francisco Building Code is the state building code plus local amendments includin

administrative bulletins local rermit iDrocesses and identification of slo De c otection areas The San

Francisco Building Code is updated on a regular three-year cycle following the update to the state

building code

STRUCTURAL GEOTECHNICAL AND SEISMIC HAZARD ENGINEERING DESIGN
REVIEW

Building department Administrative Bulletin No 82 AB-082 is part of the local building code that

provides guidelines and procedures for structural geotechnical and seismic hazar

desi n review b ualified state-licensed en inee s AB 082 also s ecifies the criteria for determinin

whether the building department will require independent peer review related to the structural and

geotechnical design of a proposed project and the other aspects related to seismic hazards

BUILDINGS 160 FEET IN HEIGHT OR TALLER

Building department Administrative Bulletin No 083 AB-083 presents requirements and guidelines

for seismic structural design and submittal documents-for building permits for new tall buildincLs that

are 160 feet in height that use non-prescriptive seismic design

A non-prescriptive seismic design is one that takes exception to one or more of the

prescriptive traditional strictly code-conforming requirements of the San Francisco Buildinc odeLC
related to seismic design by invoking Sections 10428 1605 2 and or 1629 101 of the San

Francisco Building Code which permit alternative i e non-prescriptive seismic design procedures

The building department intends that buildings designed to the requirements and guidelines of AB-083

have seismic performance at least equivalent to that intended of code-prescriptive seismicdeE ins

consistent with the San Francisco Building Code To demonstrate that a building design is capable c

San Francisco Department of Building Inspection Administrative Bulletin AB-083 Requirements and Guidelines for the Seismic Desi

New Tall Buildings using Nor-Prescriptive Seismic-Design Procedures March 25 2008 Qpdated 0101 2020 for code references

Available at https codel i bra ry am legal comcodes sa n francisco latest sf building 0-0-0-95298

AB-082 provides the overall reguirements for structural and aectechnical review iprocedures and ouidance but if a cro ect reauest an

exception to provisions in the building code those ects must follow the reguirements in AB-083 for buidinsta ler than 160 feet tall or

AB-1 11 for buildings taller than 240 feet ta 1
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providing code-equivalent seismic performance a three-step procedure involving structural design

review submittal requirements and seismic design requirements to demonstrate acceptable seismic

performance for moderate earthquakes is required

BUILDINGS 240 FEET IN HEIGHT OR TALLER

Building department Administrative Bulletin No 111 AB-1 11 presents requirements and guidelines

for developing a geotechnical site investigation program and preparing geotechnical reports for

foundation design and construction of buildings greater than 240 feet in heAiht

Geotechnical engineering design review is mandatory for structures 240 feet or taller and sAbecttoAB
111 In addition to requirements in this bulletin the procedures and guidelines for that review must also

meet the requirements of AB-082 Per AB-082

If the director determines that review is required the director shall request one or more

Structural Geotechnical or Seismic Hazard reviewers havina srecialized knowleccie and

exiDerience to orovide their ofessional ooinion on identified asiDects of a ect The ourn ose

of the review is to provide an independent oboective technical review of those asRgqts of the

promect design that are identified in the scope of the review The director shall req ire review for

projects where review is required by the San Francisco Building Code The directormeLire

review for other projects at the director's discretion

Per AB-1 11 the qeotechnical member s Desiqn Review Team EDRT shall

participate in the Early Site Permit phase of the project to review the Geotechnical Engineer of

Record's plan for geotechnical site investigations and the Geotechnical Engineer of Record's

geotechnical basis-of-design document The EDRT ensures that development promects comply with

design guidelines prior to permit or entitlement approvals During the subsequent desLq
EDRT must use the guidelines outlined in the AB-1 11 bulletin to review the geotechRic
prepared for foundation design and construction At the conclusion of the review the geotechnical

members of the EQRT must determine in writing that the geotechnical site investigation plan and

geotechnical relOorts meet the requirements of the San Francisco Building Code and AB-1 11

Project submittal documents must be in accordance with the San Francisco Building Code and the

building department's interpretations Administrative Bulletins and policies In addition documents

relevant to the Geotechnical Analysis and Recommendations and Structural Design Revi

the type of foundation shall be submitted by the Engineer of Record to the Director and to the

geotechnical members of the EDRT

In coordination with the project architect and structural engineer of record the followin

available at the time of preparation of the geotechnical report should be provided The-proLect

description a site location mapheiht of the structure number of stories number of basement le_vels

lateral and gravity loads resisting systems anticipated gravity foundation loads or bearbq_gress

San Francisco Department of Building Inspection Administrative Bulletin AB-1 11 Guidelines for Preparation of Geotechrical and

Earthquake Ground Motion Reports for Foundation Design and Constructior of Tall Buildings Jure 15 2020 Available at

httpssfdbi org sites default files AB-111 20dated2006-15-2020 df

San Francisco Department of Buildirg Inspection Administrative Bulletin AB-1 11 Guidelires for Preparation of Geotechrical and

Earthquake Ground Motion Reports for Foundation Design and Constructior of Tall Buildings Jure 15 2020 Available at

httpssfdbi org sites default files AB-111 20dated2006-15-2020 df
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aDIDlicable codes and des

dissiDation svstem if used and the a

uidelines for seismic desian of the buildina descriDtion of the ene

oach for develooment of desiDO n ound motions11 0

The following topics are addressed in AB-1 11 and should be addressed in the qeotechnic
site surface conditions regional and local geology seismicity field Investigation and laboratory

testing subsurface conditions foundation and geotechnical earthquake engineering studies including

Code-based site clasification round-motion and seismic ground deformation characterization

including seismic slope stability and soil liquefaction hazards as appropriate settl

including shallow and deep foundations sea level rise static and seismic design of basement walls

foundation support including shallow foundations and deep foundations such as driven concrete and

steel piles augered cast-in-place piles and drilled shafts shoring dewatering excavation and

underpinning systems and instrumentation and construction monitoring including selection of

instrumentation and monitoring requirements pre-construction monitoring and reporting The site

dewatering should be designed by an experienced dewatering designer and implemented by an

experienced dewatering contractor to reduce potential for settlement outside the excavation relative

to the baseline aroundwater elevation established Drior to excavation The dewaterina svstem desian

should incomorate the desi Qn n arameters soil and Qroundwater Dressure Drovided bv the

geotechnical consultant

The geotechnical report should also address the effects of construction on ad acent buildings notably

where ground improvements or new foundations extend below the foundation of the ad acent

buildings the potential of loss of ground and displacements due to construction of large-diameter

drilled shafts installed deeper than the foundation of an adjacent buildinqs the impact of installation of

deep foundations on previously installed foundations the potential impact of ground-surface heave or

vibrations on adjacent structures and imDrovements and the effect of construction on the

groundwater level inside and outside of the construction area

Prior to completion of all new tall building pro ects where the building would be supported on a shallow

foundation not bearing directly on bedrock the project sponsor must contract with qualified

surveyors and instrumentation engineers to monitor the settlement of the building annuall Lfor a 10

year period Should the settlement monitoring data exceed the geotechnical engineer's estimated time

rate of settlement the project sponsor must notify the building department and bring this condition to

the building department's attention for immediate additional investigation
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MANDATORY INTERDEPARTMENTAL PROJECT REVIEW

Pro ects that involve new construction of a building eight stories or more new construction in a

seismic hazard zone for liquefaction hazard or new construction in a seismic hazard zone for

landslide hazard are subject to a mandatory interdepartmental project review prior to a public hearing

before the planning commission or the issuance of the new construction building permit The

interdepartmental review meeting must include representatives from the planning building public

works and fire departments to address compliance with applicable codes and design and project

construction considerations

occurred on DATE
The interdepartmental review meeting for the proposed groLect

SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC WORKS CODE

ARTICLE 41

Groundwater encountered during construction of the proposed project would be sub ect to the

requirements of Public Works Code article 41 Sewer Use Ordinance which requires groundwat

meet specified water quality standards before it may be discharged into the sewer system

In addition Public Works Code article 41 also soecifies requirements for batch wastewater discharge

ermits Such temoora or batch disqh aresmaresult from dewatering of constructionsiteswells

drilled to investigate or mitigate a contaminated site water used for cleaning or hydrostatic testing o

pipes or tanks or any other activity that generates wastewater other than from industrial processes

As part of these permits the permit applicants shall submit analytical results for specified pollutants

Contractors need to obtain a clewatering and discharge permit from the San Francisco Public Utility

Commission SFPUC for dischargin_q water into the local combined sewer system when dewatering

at a construction site is used

SAN FRANCISCO SUBDIVISION CODE

Section 1358 Preliminary Soils Report of the San Francisco Subdivision Code requiresdeveloersto

file soil reports indicating any soil characteristics that may create hazards and identifying measures to

avoid soil hazards and prevent grading from creating unstable slopes The ordinance requires a state

registered civil engineer to prepare the soils report

SAN FRANCISCO GENERAL PLAN

The San Francisco General Plan Community Safety Element addresses issues related to geology and

soils b rovidin olicies that eMDhasize Dublic safetv from

Element of the General Plan includes the followi

oloaic events The Communitv Safe

policies related to geolo and soils

Oboective 1 Reduce structural and non-structural hazards to life safety and minimize property

damage resulting from future disasters

Policy 13 Assure that new construction meets current structural and life safety standards

San Francisco Planning Department Interdepartmental Project Review Available at httl s sfpIa nni ng orgresou rcei ate rde artmental

City of San Francisco Planning Department San Francisco General Plan https general plan sfpla nni ng erg Accessed March 2022
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roiects in areas subject to liauefactionQ 11

or slope instaNift

Policy 17 Consider information about geologic hazards whenever City decisions are made that

will influence land use building density building configurations or infrastructure are made

Policy 16 Consider site soils conditions when reviewin

3C4 Impacts and Mitigation Measures

This section describes the impact analysis related to whether implementation of the prapQaeaprQLed

would exacerbate seismic hazards such as liquefaction hazards lateral spreading subsidence

among others leading to loss inoury or death be located on an unstable geologic unit or soil and b

located on expansive soil This section also describes the methods used to determine th

the proposed project and lists the criteria used to conclude whether an impact would be significant

Measures to mitigate significant impacts if necessary accompany the discussion of each identified

significant impact

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA

The proposed promect would have a significant impact if it would

Directly or indirectly cause potential substantial adverse effects including the risk

death involvinq

Rupture of a known earthquake fault as delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo EarthcLuake

Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologists for the area or based on other substantial

evidence of a known fault Refer to Division of Mines and Geology Special Publication 421

Strong seismic ground shaking

Seismically related ground failure including liquefaction or

Landslides

Be located on geologic unit or soil that is unstable or that would become unstable as a result of

the project and potentially result in onsite or offsite landslide lateral spreading subsidence

liquefaction or collapse o

Be located on expansive soil as defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code 1994

creating substantial direct or indirect risks to life or property

APPROACH TO ANALYSIS

The planning department considers whether a ipro'ect would be located in an area that is sub'ect to

surface fault rupture of a known earthquake fault or strong seismic ground shaking as mapped bLthe

California Geologic Survey or presented in other substantial evidence However in the Califomia

Building Industry Association v Bay Area Air Quality Management District case that was decided in

2015 the California Supreme Court held that CEQA does not generally require lead agencies to

consider how existing hazards or conditions might affect a project's users or residents ex

the project would exacerbate an existing environmental hazard Accordingly hazards resulting from a

project that places users of a development in an area submect to surface fault rupture or seismic

ground shaking are not considered impacts under CEQA unless the pro'ect would exacerbate a

seismic hazard
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2022 PRELIMINARY GEOTECHNICAL REPORT

This section updates the geology and soils analysis presented in the initial study for the p

circulated draft EIR The previously circulated draft EIR which includes the initial study relied on the

information and findings of the preliminary geotechnical report prepared by the geotechnical

consultant on August 18 2017 That report preliminarily found that the proposed gro
feasibly constructed on a mat foundation or a deep foundation pending-additional field investiation
and analysis as required by the building code and building department reguirements

As described above in 2020 the_qeotechnical consultant conducted a further geotechnical

investigation at the promect site which included drilling two borings to bedrock at the proito
depths of 250 and 265 feet below site grades obtaining shear wave velocity data in one of the

borings and performing laboratory tests on representative soil samples This information was used to

perform engineering analyses and develop preliminary conclusions regarding

The soil bedrock and groundwater conditions at the site

The site seismicity and seismic hazards including potential for fault rupture

and seismically induced settlements

The feasible foundation types for the proposed structure

The estimates of foundation settlements including total and differential settlements

The feasible shoring and underpinning systems for adjacent structures

The 2019 San Francisco Building Code seismic design parameters

The site-specific response spectra

The construction considerations including underpinning of adjacent structures as needed

The geotechnical consultant incorporated the results of this into the 2022 preliminary geotechnical

reDort for the oron osed ect The results of the 2022 Dreliminar

on a preliminary basis a mat foundation

eotechnical reii indicate that

a deep foundation are still feasible for the proposed

project pending additional field investigation and anal Lsis as required by the building department

under AB-1 11 and AB-082 These feasible foundation systems and other analysis and

recommendations in the 2022 preliminary geotechnical report are described below

FEASIBLE FOUNDATIONS

1 Mat Foundation The results of the 2022 preliminary geotechnical report indicate a mat

foundation is feasible for the support of the proposed structure The geotechnical consultant

recommends a mat foundation as feasible The mat foundation would bear on the Colma

Formation which is generally dense to very dense and is generally strong and relativel

Additional field investigation would include the following drilling a third boring to bedrock anticipated at a depth of approximately 260 fe-et

and a fourth bori with a 50-foot rock core erformi a seismic surve o obtair additional shear wave veloci measurements in the

boring within the bedrock performing laboratory testing of additional soil and rock samples earthguake time series additional engireerin

analyses and recommendations for the foundation and other geotechnical aspects of the
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incompressible The geotechnical consultant developed a model to evaluate ground settlement

from the anticipated building loads The anticipated building loads are based on a concrete

building structure with three basement levels The results of the settlement analyses indicate

ground settlements between I to 2 inches 50 years after the end of construction at the

podium and 2 to 375 inches at the tower portions of the structure Per AB-1 11 the total

short-term and long-term computed settlement of the foundation under gravity and seismic

loads should not exceed 4 inchesThussettlement of less than 4 inches is generally

considered acceptable During the building permit review process settlement analyses that

would incorporate the results of additional field investigation and laboratory testing program

are required to confirm the preliminary conclusion Should the further investigation

demonstrate that the total short-term and long-term computed settlement of the foundation

under gravity and seismic loads would exceed 4 inches then the mat foundation would not be

feasible and a deep foundation would be necessar L

2 Deep Foundation Deep foundations that extend through the Old Bay Clay into the underlying

alluvium and residual soil and or Franciscan Formation bedrock would be required to support

the proposed structure Large-diameter drilled cast-in-place piers also known as drilled

shafts are feasible Drilled shafts should transfer structural loads to the relativel-V

incompressible sand and clay deposits and or bedrock below the Old Bay Clay How-ever

some settlement of the foundations would still occur based on an understanding of the

construction material load concrete and inclusion of three basement levels Considering-the

anticipated drilled shaft lengths and loads the foundation elements could compress about 1 to

2 inches Differential settlement of about 1 inch is anticipated between adjacent foundation

elements

SETTLEMENT OUTSIDE OF THE PROPOSED STRUCTURE

Overall the total anticipated differential settlement at the building interface is on the order of 10 inches

and the building design should accommodate this Exterior slabs driveways utilities aad utility

connections at the buildincLinterface should be designed to accommodate potential differential

settlement of up to 10 inches where the improvements settle relative to the building as a result of

liquefaction and seismic densification These exterior features and connections to the building should

also accommodate the anticipated static building settlement of up to 2 inches where the builMing
settles relative to exterior improvements These settlements are expected to occur at different times

during the life of the building

FEASIBLE SHORING SYSTEMS

Construction of the basement and mat will recLuire excavation on the order of about 46 to 52 feet bgs
The excavation will need to be shored which means implementing a suitable system to support the

sides of the excavation until the foundation and basement levels are constructed and lo tectthe

surrounding improvements There are feasible shoring systems to support the two otential

foundation systems These include

Deep soil mixed DSM elements and concrete diaphragm walls The DSM coluMa
are created by treating soil in place with cement grout The DSM columns or panels are installed

in an overlapping pattern to create a continuous impervious wall Steel beams are placed in some
of the QSM columns or panels to provide rigidity DSM walls are considered ternporaryman ent
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walls are built within the shoring Because these walls are continuous they will temporarily reduce

groundwater infiltration resulting in the need for less dewatering To properly reduce
inflow in the excavation the impervious wall would need to extend at least 30 feet below the

bottom of the excavation the actual embedment below the bottom of the excavation would need

to be determined by the shoring dewatering desiqnineer

Concrete diaphragm walls These are concrete walls constructed by slurry trench method The

walls are constructed in sections or panels A trench is excavated then slurry is pumped into and

maintained within the trench to Vrevent the soil from caving After the excavation reaches the

design depth and the reinforcement cage is placed the slurry is displaced by concrete One

primary difference between concrete diaphragm walls and a DSM wall is that the diaphragm wall

is comprised of structural strength concrete and can be used as both temporary sharbq-and-the

permanent walls

Due to the planned excavation depths the shoring walls will require grouted tiebacks and or internal

bracing for additional lateral support Tiebacks will require encroachment agreements from adLacent

property owners as well as permits from the CitLof San Francisco Further information about the

feasible shorting systems can be found on Appendix D page X

UNDERPINNING

To support the adjacent buildings during excavation underpinning consisting of slant-drilled piles

gaining support in the Colma Formation below bottom of the excavation can be used Underpinnin_q

could consist of steel piles installed in slant-drilled shafts slant piles Where underpinabgis-W

feasible the shoring would be designed for the surcharge from adjacent foundations Further

information about undar mendations can be found on Appendix D page X

EXCAVATION AND SETTLEMENT MONITORING

The 2022 preliminary geotechnical report provides recommendations for a pre-construction survey

and monitoring program consistent with AB-1 11 The program would be undertaken prior to

installation of shoring excavation and foundation installation to monitor the effects of these

operations The requirement for a pre-construction survey should be included in the shoring drawings

and reviewed by the geotechnical engineer of record The survey should include documentin_q the

condition of the surrounding structures including a crack survey prior to and following c nstruction

The monitoring would provide timely data which can be used to modify the shoring system if needed

Survey points would be installed on the shoring and on the admacent streets buildings and other

improvements that are within 150 feet of the proposed excavation These points would be used to

monitor the vertical and horizontal movements of the shoring and these improvements The seoint s

would be selected with the help of the geotechnical engineer The monitoring program would also

establish a baseline of conditions before starting construction and identify the effects of the

construction on the adjacent buildings and improvements The monitoring program would include

survey points vibration and sound-level monitors tilt-meters and crack meters installed in and on

ad acent structures and inclinometers to monitor the movement of shoring walls and piezometers to

monitor groundwater levels A monitoring program is also recommended to establish the baaeline pre

A geotechnical engineer of record is typically responsible for the design and construction phases of a project
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construction groundwater levels at the site for a period of at least twelve months to capture seasonal

fluctuations in groundwater

Pre-construction documentation and a monitoring program are standard practiceandas stated in

chapter 2 Pro ect Description the project sponsor proposes to implement these recommendations

and standard practices

GROUNDWATER AND DEWATERING

Groundwater in the borings drilled on the project site was encountered within 195 feet bgs the high

groundwater level can be 16 feet bgs approximately elevation of 13 feet An elevation of 13 feet

should be assumed as the des In oundwater level for oreliminarv evaluations For an11 11 IMIDervious

wall shoring system such as a secant pile wall or concrete diaphragm wall the geotechnical

consultant anticipates dewatering only within the project site would be required to facilitate excavation

for the basement The dewatering system would need to account for excavation of soil beneath the

mat The use of an impervious shoring system would limit the potential for lowering of the

groundwater level outside of the excavation As required by AB-1 11 the site dewa

designed by an experienced dewatering designer and implemented by an experienced dewatering

contractor to reduce potential for settlement outside the excavation relative to the baseline

groundwater elevation established prior to excavation

The 2022 preliminary geotechnical report was reviewed by the building department who concurred

with the analysis in the re-port Per the building department the foundation system and its

acceptable performance according to code requirements would be determined durin

the design by the building department and EDRT during the detail design permitting of the

construction plans when additional detailed reports plans and calculations are provided

BUILDING DEPARTMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR ADDITIONAL GEOTECHNICAL
AND STRUCTURAL REVIEWAND APPROVAL

As discussed under Section 3C2 Regulatory Framework AB-082 presents guidelines and

procedures for structural geotechnical and seismic hazard engineering design review of buildings

and other structures Additionally AB-1 11 presents requirements and guidelines for developing

geotechnical site investigations and preparing design-level geotechnical reports for the foundation

design and construction of buildings over 240 feet in height The proposed project would be

approximately 274 feet tall with an additional 10 feet for rooftop mechanical equipment Therefore

the proposed pro ect would require a design-level geotechnical report including additional field

investigation laboratory testing program and supplemental engineering analyses in accordance with

AB-1 11

For compliance with AB-1 11 the geotechnical engineer would prepare a design-level geotechnical

report that would include the results of the additional field investi to

bedrock anticipated at a depth of approximately 260 feet and a fourth boring with a 50-foot rock core

performing a seismic survey to obtain additional shear wave velocity measurements thelborin

within the bedrock performing laboratory testing of additional soil and rock samples earthuake t ime

series additional engineering analyses and recommendations for the foundation and for other

ADD footnote
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geotechnical issues relevant to the proposed project The design-level geotechnical report would be

reviewed by geotechnical reviewers who are part of the EDRT assigned to the proposed project byA
the building department The EDRT review would be conducted in accordance with the guidelines and

requirements in AB-1 11 At the conclusion of the review the geotechnical members of the EDRT shall

provide a written statement if in their professional opinion the geotechnical site-investiAation plan

and the geotechnical reports including the engineer of record's geotechnical basis of deSiQn

document meet the requirements of the San Francisco Building Code and AB-1 11

The additional geotechnical analysis required under AB-1 11 and independent profession all-peer

review under AB-1 11 and AB-082 during the building permit review process would determine the

foundation system The building department would conduct its own review of the pro'ect's construction

documents for conformance with the San Francisco Building Code and the geotechnical anqbaeCs
recommendations as deemed acceptable by the structural and geotechnical peer review process

Given the 2022 preliminary geotechnical report indicates two feasible foundation system_s the

analvsis in this recirculated draft EIR considers the ootential Dhvsical environmental imoacts of both

possible founda

IMPACT EVALUATION

Impact GE-1 The proposed project would not directly or indirectly cause potential substantial

adverse effects including the risk of loss injury or death involving rupture of a known

earthquake fault strong seismic ground shaking seismically related ground failure

liquefaction or landslides Less than Significant

FAULTRUPTURE

Ground rupture is the visible breaking and displacement of the earth's surface along the trace of a

fault during an earthquake The project site is not within an Earthquake Fault Zone as defined bythe

Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act and no known active or potentially active faults exist on

the project site The San Andreas Hayward and San Gregorio faults are the closest mzjaffaafta-tio

the promect site The San Andreas Hayward and San Gregorio faults are designated under the

Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act and located approximately 83 miles southwest 108 miles

east and 1 12 miles west of the roiect site res ectivel Therefore no active faults with ko-tential

for surface fault rupture are known to pass directly beneath the pro ect site and the potential for

damage to structures at the prolect site is low The proposed pro'ect would not exacerbate existin

conditions bv brin aina c eoNe or structures into areas Dotentiallv susceotible to substantial effects

including fault rupture which could result in substantial damage to proposed structures or

infrastructure or expose people to substantial risk of injury Impacts associated with surface ruRture

from a known earthquake fault would be less than significant No mitigation measures are required

There are no known act ve or potentially act ve faults crossing the project site and the project s te is

net ep-a-tecl A44h R an Eai4hqualke Fault Zone as defiRed by the Alqt Pr oln Fmrthqualke Fault ZeniP19

AGt ThepefeFe the p9tGRtial fer fault r6IPt6IF8 t9 9GGUP at the prejeGt site is low Rnd therefore the

prep sed prejeGt wauld Rat nGrease any risk asseGiated w th fault rupture Thus this mpaGt would be

1888 thaR SigRifiGaRt NG M t gatieR M8aSHF8S aF8 F8GI648d This tGp R91 9e
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SEISMIC GROUND SHAKING

The pro ect site is in a seismically active region and is expected to experience strong ground shaking

during the design life of the proposed project The seismicity of the project site is predominantly

governed by the activity of the San Andreas and Hayward faults However ground shaking-from

future earthquakes on any of the nearby faults could be experienced at the pro ect site In accordance

with the San Francisco Buildi Code the 2022 iDreliminar eotechnical reDort conducted a

Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis and deterministic analysis to estimate ground shaking at the

project site and determine the appropriate seismic design requirements for the pr

Construction of the proposed pro ect would be required to comply with the findings and

recommendations of the Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis and deterministic analysis and the

provisions of the San Francisco Building Code and the California Building Code which includes

engineering standards to ensure the foundation and basement of the proposed structure would

withstand anticipated ground accelerations at the project site

As required by AB-1 11 the proposed pro ect would also be required to prepare a design level

geotechnical report The design-level geotechnical report would be prepared in accordance with the

requirements of AB-082 and address the lateral and gravity loads resisting systems tici ated

gravity foundation loads or bearing pressures applicable codes and design guidelines for seismic

desian of the buildina descriDtion of the ener

develoiDment of des G G

diSSiDation svstem if used and the a

ound motions The desiqn-level

the EDRT assianed to the DrODosed

oach for

eotechnical rei ort would be reviewed b

iect bv the buildina deloartment durina the review of the site

ermit to ensure the seismic desiqn criteria is a Wron riate forthe Dron osed structure The building

department would review the proiect's final structural and foundation plans construction documents
to ensure the proposed project conforms with the measures recommended in the design-level

geotechnical reDort and the recommendations made by the EDRT as required by AB-1 11 and AB
082 Therefore compliance with the requirements of the San Francisco Building Code California

Building Code AB-1 11 and AB-082 would ensure the proposed project would not exacerbate

seismic hazards associated with ground shaking in the event of an earthquake and impacts would be

less than significant No mitigation measures are required

The project s te is IoGated within a 30 m le radius of several major active faults including the San

Andre 9 6 rn Ips an SaR GregeFIG 11 2 moles faultS AGG9Fd'Rg te the

oGG r the SR FraRGi6GG Bay Area thp next thii4y years is 72 PGFGGRt The Preliminary

Geetedhnmeal Repei4 estimated StFeRg te very StFeRg shakiRg is expeGted te GGGLIF d6lFiRg the preje

lifetime The proposed project would be required to comply with the provisions of the San Francisco

BWildiRg GalifeFR a E361ildiRg Cede aRd the F8GGMr A8QRdAtiA_n8 of the desigR 18V81 g8Gt8GhRiGal study4R

gF96IRd shakiRg

R aQ

n I ROq

GIR

qeipeePp

Design ReWew for New Tall Buildings Information Sheet S 18 The interim guidelines supplern-t

Aesessed February 10 2019
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LIQUEFACTION AND LATERAL SPREADING

Liquefaction and lateral spreading of soils can occur when ground shaking causes saturated soils to

lose strength due to an increase in pore pressure For substantial lateral spreading displacements to

occur the liquefied soil would consist of saturated cohesionless sediments with penetration

resistance N116c According to the 2022 preliminary geotechnical report soils at the

project site had a corrected blow count LN 60-c valiue n 15 and therefore the soils within

the promect site have a low potential for lateral spreading

According to the California Geologic Survey seismic hazard zone map for the City and CountLof San

Francisco the project site is within a id-esignated liquefaction hazard zone The 2022 preliminar

geotechnical reDort conducted a liquefaction evaluation in accordance with Special Publication I I 7A

Guidelines for Evaluating and Mitigating Seismic Hazard Zones in California as recommended b t the

California Geological Survey for sites located within seismic hazard zones The results of the

liquefaction evaluation determined the loose to medium dense Dune sand extendstodethsof27 to

28 feet bgs and medium dense dayev sand within the Marsh deposit extends to depths of 37 to 38

feet bgs encountered below the design groundwater level would be susceptible to liquefaction

during a ma or seismic event on a nearb tfault The 2022 preliminary geotechnical rep-ort estimated

that liquefaction-induced settlement in the Dune sand and Marsh deposit sand could be on the order

g Py-id-FIG Code POOR GI-AR Fl and Pir-ed req f Adm
TC-ReferenGes2008-0325 A B-082 pdf Accessed February 10 2019

3
7 Requ rements and rk del neq for4ha

Preser pt ve Sesm E Des gn Procedures Acm nistrative Bullet n 083 Ava able

0 2

08 Draftadf A ap 10 201

es18208 18 adf 1

February 10 2019

tbid

Youd TL and ldriss I M 2001 Liquefaction Resistance of Soils Summary Report from the 1996 NCEER and 1998 NCEERINSF

Workshops on Evaluation of Liquefaction Resistance of Soils Journal of Geotechrical ard Geoenvironmental ErQineerin

La reeEn and Environmental Services Inc 2022 Prelimira Geotechnical Stud 469 S evenson Street

Vol 127 No

I 5 2022

California Geologic Survey Earthquake Zones of Required Investigatior San Francisco North Quadrangle Available

http gmwconservatior cagov SHP EZRIM Maps SAN_FRANCISCO_N0RTH_EZRIM pdf Accessed February 10 2019
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of 2 inches during a Maximum Considered Earthquake Geometric Mean event However the
proposed pro ect would require excavation to approximately 55 feet bgs and the removal of

approximately 55850 cubic yards of soil which would remove the potentially-liquefiable soils in their

entiretv beneath the oron osed structure The otentiallv-liciuefiable soils would be entirelv removed

from beneath the structure for construction of either the mat foundation or a deep foundation to

accommodate the proposed three below grade parking levels In addition if a deep-foundation is

used drilled shafts would be installed through the Old Bay Clay into the underlying alluvium and

residual soil beginning at approximately 1385 feet bgs and or Franciscan Formation bedrock

beginning at approximately 243 to 249 feet bgs

Furthermore construction of the

Hazards Ma oDinc

Dron osed Droiect would be reauired to comDlv with the Seismic

Act and the mandator rovisions of the California Buildinq Code San Francisco

Building Code AB-082 and AB-1 11 Compliance with these mandatory provisions reg

level geotechnical report to ensure the foundation design and basement of the proposed structure

would not be located on soils susceptible to liquefaction The building department would review the

project's structural and foundation plans to ensure they are in conformance with the measures

recommended in the design-level geotechnical report and recommendations made bLthe EDRT as

required by AB-082 and AB-1 11 Therefore with the removal of the potentially-liquefiable soils as pa

of the pro'ect's proposed excavation to 55 feet bgs to accommodate the three below grade parl ing

levels and compliance with the requirements of the San Francisco Building Code California Building

Code AB-082 and AB-1 11 the proposed promect would not exacerbate any risk associated with

liquefaction lateral spreading or seismic densification and impacts would be less than significant No

mitigation measures are required

deSigRated liquefaetie n ha-Zard ZGRe The pFeliMiRaFy geeteGhRiGal FepeFt deteFRIORed the pFGjeGt Site

on
bgs The lonse to mpdi irn dpnse sand rould he si isreptible te liquefaGtOGR iRd6IG8d gF

settlement aRd strength less during a major eaFthquake TheFefeFe the preliminary geeteGhRiGal

Fepei4 d8t8FFRORed that the P9tRtial fGF 1iq6iefaGti9R U GGG61F s high at the PFGj8Gt Site aRd up te 2

emerReRl eHe ie 1eHeTaG 19R G9H19 9GGUF I Re 9F999see ere4e

Q ede and San Frannisen R1 lild Rg G9d8 G9FRPIO nee with thpse

PFGR8 seils at the PF9j8Gt site The pFepesed PF9j8Gt WG611d 198 F8q6lmFGd W MPIGFP8R

CPLJ Adnm
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LANDSLIDES

The project site and the surrounding area are relatively flat level with an elevation ranging from 285 to

31 feet Based on the Community Safety Element of the San Francisco General

Plan the project site is not located within a mapped landslide zone Furthermore the project site is

not within a designated earthquake-induced landslide zone as shown on the California Geological

Survey seismic hazard zone map for the area Therefore the proposed project would not

exacerbate any risk associated with earthquake-induced landslides and impacts would be less than

significant No mitigation measures are required

CONCLUSION

In summary for the reasons stated above the proposed promect would not directly or indirectly cause

potential substantial adverse effects including the risk of loss injury or death involving rupture of a

known earthquake fault strong seismic ground shaking seismically related ground failure

liquefaction or landslides All impacts would be less than significant and no mitigation measures are

This t9piG Will Ret h8 dISPI-1888d In the PIR

Impact GE-3 The proposed project would not be located on a geologic unit or soil that is

unstable or that would become unstable as a-result of the project and potentially result in on
or off-site landslide lateral spreading subsidence liquefaction or collapse Less than

Significant

According to the 2022 preliminary geotechnical study the pro ect site is underlain by loose to medium
dense sand fill Dune sand and marsh deposit approximately 37 to 38 feet bgs Beneath the marine

deDOSit below deDths of 37 to 38 feet bas is sand soil with varvina cla and silt content known

locally as the Colma Formation The Colma Formation is underlain by Old Bay Clay to depths of 135

to 1385 feet bgs and alluviumresidual soil that extends tohede thsof about 243 to 249feet-which
is the top of bedrock During the 2020 field investigation groundwater was encountered within 195
feet However based on historic groundwater levels past investigations in the vicinity of the site and

to account for seasonal fluctuations and a reasonable consideration for near-future sea levelriseit is

estimated groundwater levels could rise to within 16 feet from existing street grades

The results of the I a uefaction evaluation determined the loose to medium dense Dune sand and

medium dense clayey sand within the Marsh deposit encountered below the design roundwater

level are susceptible to liquefaction and seismic clensification However soil su

liquefaction generally had a corrected blow count value greater than 15 which indicates that the

potential for lateral spreading to occur at the pro ect site is low During excavation activities the

proposed pro ect would encounter groundwater and the loose to medium dense sand could become
unstable Construction of the basement and mat foundation would require an excavation of

approximately 55 feet bgs and the removal of approximately 55850 cubic yards of aoiljincludin Lall

soils susceptible to liquefaction and seismic densification from the project site If a deep foundation is

required drilled shafts would be installed through the Old Bay Clay into the underlybg alluvium and

San Frarcisco Planning Departmert San Francisco General Plan CommunitySafety Element Available

httpgeneralplan sfplanning orgCommurity_Safety_Elemert 2012 pdf Accessed February 10 2019

California Department of Conservation Division of Mines ard Geology November 2000 State of California Seismic Hazard Zones Cit

and Courty of San Francisco Official Map https sfqov or

California 20Seismic2OHazard 2OZones2OMaiDd

sfc sitesdefault files ESIPFileCente Documen s 0438
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residual soil beciinning at armiroximately 1385 feet bcis and or Franciscan Formation bedrock

beginning at approximately 243 to 249 feet bgs The 2022 preliminary geotechnical report

recommends the use of shoring and underpinning during construction activities to support the sides of

the excavation and protect the ad acent buildings and other improvements as well as the foundation of

the proposed structure Due to the shallow groundwater level construction of the proposed pro ec

would be required to implement a dewatering system to maintain the water level at the sqecjfieddepth

until the buildinq can resist hvdrostatic loads

The ect sponsor is required to implement the final shoring and dewatering systems in accordancer

with the recommendations of the design-level geotechnical report and the requirements of San

Francisco Building Code AB-082 and AB-1 11 Prior to dewatering activities the project sponso
would be required to notify the SFPUC and obtain a dewatering and discharge-Vermit Groundwater

encountered during construction of the proposed project would be subject to the requirements o

Public Works Code article 4 1 Industrial Waste which requires groundwater meet specified water

quality standards before it may be discharged into the sewer system Adherence to the requirements
of the California BuildbcL_CodeSan Francisco Building Code AB-082 and AB-1 11 would address

any potential impacts related to unstable soils as part of the design-level geotechn

prepared for the proposed project The building department would review the project s structural and

foundation plans to ensure they are in conformance with the measures recommended in the design

level geotechnical reports and recommendations made by the EDRT as required by AB-082 and AB
111 Therefore the proposed pro ect would not be constructed on a geologic unit or soil that is

unstable or that would result in a substantial risk of loss injury or death involving unstable geologic

units or soils or onsite or offste landslide lateral spreading subsidence liquefaction or cQ1lapse and

this imract would be less than significant No mitigation measures are required

According to the preliminary geotechnical study the project site is underlain by loose to mediumall M to 49 4-et hG

go

layer 1913ally referred te as old hay Glay Fnay be PFGSGRt 19819W the dBR68 t9 VOFY del SRM Rt

depths of 80 te 90 feet bgs Groundwater is antiGipated w thin 15 te 20 feet bgs based en sites R the

V GiRity ef the PF9jGGt 648

0 De e h as an d 5 5 8 9 0 c u b OF-04-0 11

h8 r8lrl fl the PFejeGt Sitfa fel eenstrwetie n of the three level paFkiRg garage DwFiRg exGavatien

9 SUl R
bu idings and foundation of the building Due to the shallow groundwater level the prelimina

v Ater level At the SP8131fi8d depth u ntil the hwildli n g GaR resist hydmstatin loads The PF9j8Gt SPGRSG

is required to implerneRt the f Rai shering and dewatering systems n aGGOrdaRGe with the

r8G_O_lTI M-8l R6 9f the dGSOgR IGV81 g8Gt8GhRiGal FepeFt aRd the 9f the G a-lifel nia

Building Cede aRd SAn Fr-Anemsee Building Cede Pir or to dpwPring aGtivities the rejeGt SpeRSGF isP

also required to notify the SFPUC and obtain a batch wastewater discharge permit Groundwate

eneei-Intel dli-IFORg GeRStF6lGt GR ef the pmpesed prejeGt wewld be subjeGt te the requiremeRtS e

in

SFPUC 2018 Waste Water Discharge Permits Available https sfwater orgindexaspx page498 Accessed February 10 2019
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P44b XG RG

quality standards before it may be d sGharged Onto the sewer system

0

mpaGtS Felated te unstable seils as pai4 ef the d86igR IGV81 gGE teGhRiGal ORV86t gati9R pFepared f9F

9r918G Sile Mr GeVe'99MeRl 91 Me 9r999S8G BF91

GE RStFUGt OR OR unstable soils would be less than GigRifiGant NE mitigatioR measures are required
This tGPOG Will RQ-t he di1 N-118d In the FIR

Impact GE-4 The proposed project would not result in a substantial risk of loss injury or

death related to expansive soils as defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code Less
than Significant

Expansive soils expand and contract in response to changes in soil moisture most notably when near

surface soils change from saturated to a low-moisture content condition and back again This

shrinking and swelling can cause cracks in foundations slabs and pavement if not properly managed
The results of the borinas drilled at the site indicate that onl the Old Ba Clay is hiahlv eXDansive

The excavation for either foundation system would terminate in Colma Sand which is about 60 to

775 feet thick and above the Old Bay Clay Therefore the moderate to high expansion potential for

Old Ba Clav would not affect the erformance of the oron osed structure Additionall connDliance

with the requirements of the design-level geotechnical report California Building Code San Francisco

Building Code AB-082 and AB-1 11 would ensure the proposed promect would not result in a

substantial risk of loss injury or death related to expansive soils and the impact would be less than

significant No mitigation measures are required

The PFGSeRG8 ef expaRSW8 69i'S 16 typiGally based GR Site Sp8G4f G dtR4 As disewqsed the

pre minary geoteGhn Gal report the projeGt site s underia In by loose

nA-tie SARd aRd marsh depesit appreximately 37 te 39 3

least 90 feet

t-XtPPd AQ helnimv to a dwth of 98 to 114 5 feet h

layer IGGally referred te as eld hay Glay may be is PFeS8Rt belew the deRse te Very deRSe saRd at

depths of 135 to 1385 feet bgs 80 to 90 feet bgs The old bay clay where present is likely underl4in

te Fn dii-i r n de nse sandy f 11 1eaViRg M9Stly the 6IRdeFlYiRg deRse te very dense sand Mewever as

rec omImPPded by the prelimiRaFy geGteGhRiGal FGP9Ft the P SeRG8 9f Gld bay Glay at the PF9jeGt

should be GERf Frned by the design leVel ge0teGhRiGal iHVeS

expaRsive se is at the site The prejeGt SpeRSGF S requ red te GGmplete a desigR level geeteGhRoGal

report and implement its recommendations to address impacts related to expansive so is at the

iGt site R aGGerdaRGe w th the SaR FraRG SGG ByildiRg Qede Therefere impaGts Fe 44-A te

be discussed on the EIR
OR

R 2

0
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CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

Impact C-GE-1 The proposed project in combination with cumulative projects would not

result in a significant cumulative impact related to geology and soils No Impact

The geographic context for cumulative analysis of impacts on geology and soils is gerterally site

specific and comprises the pro ect site and immediately ad acent properties The requirements of the

San Francisco Building Code and California Building Code regulate construction in the City of San

Francisco and all develoornents would be reauired to com with these reouirements to ensure life

and safety The list of cumulative pro ects is provided in Table 3-1 There are no admacent cumulative

projects that would affect subsurface conditions in the area In addition the properties directly

ad acent to the pro ect site are known historic resources and are unlikely to undergo substantial

redevelopment no reasonably foreseeable pro ects are associated with those properties Thus the

proposed project could not combine with cumulative projects to result in a cumulative impact related

to geology soils and seismicity There would be no impact and no mitigation measures are required

The qeGgFaphiG Gontext for G-i-imulative aRalysis ef impaGtG GR geelegy aRd 69 16 as gGReFally s te

developmept projeGts would be required to Gemply with its requiremeRts to eRsure Maximum feasible

es 98

from unstable soils ground shaking liquefaction or lateral spreading

aRCI FeMOV

98

apprex Fnately 5 950 G61biG yaFd of sn frorn thL PF9j8Gt site tG G9AStri IPA thL thrPL level paFkIRg

gaFage The proposed pFE jeGt would requiFe shaFing aRd undeFp Rning duFiRg GORStWtOOR aGtivitie

suppei4 the side of the 8-XGR-VRtiGR adjaG8Rt 196111diRgS aRd fGYRdR-tiQ-IR of the The pmpesed
pFejeGt WGUld alse requilce a dewatering system and eint-Ain A diSGharge peFrnit fFG4 4

SFPUG The project sponsor would be requ red to implement the final shoring and clewatering

systems OR aGGGrdanc e vAth the rearernmenda-tiens ef the desigR level geGteGhRiGal Fepei4 aRd the

rernents of the California Building Code and San Franc sGo Building Code The development

PFGJ ets II tpd In Tahip 2 wo-ld all hL 61bj8Gt tG the sarm spisrnip saft-ty staRdaFds aRd G186igR FeViG

proGedures app OEable to the proposed projeGt Gornplian with the Ge SMOG safety standaFds and

dGSigR FGV18W k40-1-1'd Ln im that thp PffpGt frorn APRIFby GWmulatiV8 PFGjGGtS W9611d 198

thp FIR

e ine oroDosea Drole

hRn fi PPIP 4-pt mf I

ee ie eeeleev aRG S

No

plaR pursuaRt tA the Constri ictiAn Sitp Run off Ordinance Ther8fGFe G61mulative impaGtS Felate

clsp-usserl R thp FIR

Pa eGRte'Gg Gal PRPaGts are geRepally site spedfiGe

9F999F89 DF918G 19 G9MBIR
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